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There are plenty of papers regarding this topic had been published earlier, there is no new 

information in this manuscript
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

Thank you for inviting me to review this manuscript.  Overview  Variables – Operative v.s 

non-operative management of humerus fracture Outcome measures – physical function, pain, 

HRQoL, Mortality, re-operation rate Methods – Systematic review and meta-analysis  6 RCT’s 

included – main findings – no dif in function, hrqol, or mortality, but operative management is 

associated with higher re-operation rate (obviously) and reduced pain. In summary, the operative 

group must undergo 1 or more operations, but this is likely to reduce pain long term.  Minor 

comment – abstract – not valid to have re-operation rate as outcome measure if one of the groups is 

non-operative.   Intro Previous work looks at same question (which systematic review? Refs 11, 

16,17?), but without all encompassing methodology, or appropriate statistical methods (as stated by 

authors). Very clear objectives – transparent about previous work.  Methods What were your search 

terms (see appendix 1) can they go in prose? How were rater differences resolved?  By consensus 

with whom?  Long term outcomes 12m+, can there be changes in function after 12m?  Excellent 

methodology – logical and thorough – well described   Results Well-structured prose related to 
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outcome measures. Reduced pain in abstract was only different in outcome, but further analysis 

show that this is unclear.  Figures The graphical quality of the flow chart appears poor.  May be 

useful to know why the majority of papers were excluded within the chart  Discussion Question 

mark of pain outcome is well worded in the discussion.  Final remarks If the main contribution of 

this work is that it improves on the methodology of the previous reviews, it would be helpful to 

report the findings of the other reviews.  And whilst it may be better quality evidence, it is not the 

most exciting contribution to the literature should your conclusions turn out to be identical to 

previous reviews.  One of the previous reviews is a Cochrane review – which should be of good 

quality – what were the results of this review and where were the limitations in the methodology?   

Whilst this paper is very well written, and has strong methodology, it is not clear if this adds to the 

literature 
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